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The next meeting of the Wilkinsburg Historical Society will be July 17,2000 at 7:30 PM in the Wesley
Room of the South Avenue United Methodist Church. Our speaker for this month will be Patricia
Lowry. Architecture Critic for the Pittsburgh Post-Gazette. Ms. Lowry's program will be "Minding
our Manors: How the great estates of Pittsburgh got their names." In days gone by naming an estate
was almost as important as building it. As a business and industrial Mecca Pittsburgh had more than
its fair share of great homes and estates. Join us to learn the fascinating stories behind the their names.
As always we welcome any visitors

• • • • • • •

When one thinks of a manor or mansion in Wilkinsburg, the first residence that comes to mind is the
Singer Mansion. Long one of Wilkinsburg's history, the mansion is also a National Historic
Landmark. While most people are familiar with the home there may be some facts you don't know.
The estate is most often referred to as the Singer Mansion. but did you know that it, too. had a name?
It was called Mallenwood Manor.

We know little about John Singer, the 19lb century founder of Crucible Steel. Described as
"dreamlike" by those who knew him, he died at an early age without leaving behind even a photograph
or portrait of himself.

But he left for posterity a dream iliat became a reality - a four-story, 27-room estate that still stands in
Wilkinsburg. nearly 140 years after it was built.
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Mallenwood Manor, as the Singer Mansion now is called, has survived the years with remarkable little
wear and tear. Although the house's Medieval Gothic style gives it an ominous. appearance from the
outside, the inside bears a striking resemblance to a museum. In fact, much of its original interior 
including chandeliers, woodwork, imponed fireplace mantles, silver-plated doorknobs and marble
staircases - remains intact.

Built between 1862 and 1865, the manor was intended as a summer home. midway between the family
residence in Greensburg and John Singer's business in Pittsburgh. The construction costs totaled about
$75.000 - the equivalent of between $3 and $4 million in today's money.

At the time the property occupied some 30 acres and included four other buildings: a gate house,
carriage house, chapel and boat house on a lake that now is Wood Street. The chapel was the last
surviving structure. finally succumbing to the elements in 1972.

(from Wilkinsburg Gazene, Feb. 19. 1986)

Do you remember the Lovejoy Mansion? It was in Wilkinsburg but very close by. It was located on
Braddock Avenue between Kelly and South Avenues. It was three stories high, built of stone and had
a tile roof. The mansion. bam and grounds were all planned on a magnificent scale. It was reported
that Mr. Lovejoy, the owner, proposed to surpass anything west of the Alleghenies in elegance of
finish. Two of the unique features of the mansion were an elevator and underground tunnel to the bam.
It sat on an elevation that commanded a view of Wilkinsburg, Edgewood, Rankin, and pans of
Braddock and Homewood. Its construction began about 1903 and work ceased about 1905 because of
financial difficulties incurred by Mr. Lovejoy. The interiors were never completed. It was estimated
that the cost to finish the original work would have been $200,000, a princely sum for those days. The
building was later taken over by a number of creditors and an effort made to dispose of it, but no
purchaser could be found because it was so large. An effort was made to tum it into apartments which
proved impractical. It was finally turned into a machine shop for automobile bodies.
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Certainly the grandest remaining estate close proximity to Wilkinsburg is Clayton, the one-time
home of Henry Clay Frick. In 1883, when Frick and his wife moved into Clayton, he was thirty-four
years old. He had recently made his ftrst million, come to Pittsburgh from the coke region of
Southwestern PeIUlsylvania, and married. By 1905, when he decided to move his family to ew York
City, he was fifty-six and a millionaire many times over.

The two-an-a-half-story house that the Fricks purchased on August 15, 1882, and later named Clayton
was built between 1866 and 1870 on 1.43 acres of land. (This was eventually expanded to 5.5 acres,
on which four additional buildings were constructed.) The exterior was not remarkable; it resembled
many other vernacular Italianate houses build in Pittsburgh after the Civil War. Only the elaborate
porte-cochere on the west side suggests that it was the work: of an architect.

After purchasing their house, the Fricks remained at the Monongahela House, one of Pinsburgh's best
residential hotels, while they directed extensive interior renovation. They hired Andrew Peebles, a
Sconish immigrant who may have been the original architect for the house, to oversee work that cost
close to $50,000 - twice the initial $25,000 cost of the house.

Pillsburgh Illustrated, a pictorial review of the city published in 1889, included thirty-two of
Pittsburgh's best homes. Clayton was illustrated, but the simple Italianate structure, then twenty years
old, looked decidedly modest and old-fashioned in comparison to the other houses. It is hardl~

surprising that in 1890 Henry Clay Frick and his wife decided to expand and remodel their house. In
1891, Frick chose a Pittsburgh architect, Frederick 1. Osterling to carry out the project.

When the remodeling was complete, the eleven-room, two-story house had been transfonned into ~l

twenty-three room, four story mansion in the manner of a Loire Valley chateau.

Clayton prior to remodeling in 1890

It was not long after this
remodeling that Clayton once
again seemed too cramped and
too modest. Frick's an
collection, among the finest in
the world, required ever more
space. in 1906 a 104-room
"summer house" was built at
Prides Crossing, Massachusells
and later their final home in

ew York City was erected
between 1911 and 1914. The
New York City house was built
expressly to house and display
the art collection, and to allow
it to be made accessible to the
public upon Frick's death.
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Two great books are still available for purchase through the Society. We still have some copies
of 520 Remembered, the reminiscences of three sisters who grew up in Wilkinsburg.

These soft hack editions arejust $10.00 per copy. Linda Jennings will bring these books to
the July meeting. Also still available are copies of The Monongahela, River ofDreams,

River ofSweat. by Arthur Parker our speaker at the June meeting. Elise Morris will
have several copies at the July meeting for a cost of$21.50 each. Either book would

make a great edition to your home library or for gift giving.

Gue•• Who?

Both these young women were exception
students. One was the valedictorian of her
class. The other skipped enough grades to
graduate at the age of 15 and had perfect
attendance for 8 years! Can you figure who
these ladies are?
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